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CLUB MISSION
WE PROVIDE A SUPPORTIVE AND POSITIVE

LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN WHICH MEMBERS
ARE EMPOWERED TO DEVELOP

COMMUNICATION AND LEADERSHIP SKILLS,
RESULTING IN GREATER SELF-CONFIDENCE AND

PERSONAL GROWTH.

CORE VALUES

 

INTEGRITY
RESPECT
SERVICE

EXCELLENCE
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SIGNS OF A
HEALTHY CLUB 

 

 

 

 

To ensure the quality of the club and meetings, the

Distinguished club program (DCP) is introduced to

ensure that the club are on the right path to achieve

the club's mission. It is seperated into 4 parts 

 

1) Education 

2) Membership 

3) Club officers training 

4) Adminstration 
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EXCO TEAM
 

 

 

 

President
David Teoh

Vice President Education 
Marcus Ooi

Vice President Membership
Lim Seow Fong

Vice President Public Relations
Keith Michael

Secretary
Foo Pei Sin 
Treasurer
Devinya

Sergeant at Arms
Loeganraj Ganesha
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Toastmasters organization chart 

Roles higher than the club level is to assist
 the club in achieving their goals. 
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Typical Meeting of HWUMTMC (1)

Note: These are the essential roleplayers, additional

roleplayers are sometimes added to fullfil certain

tasks
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Typical Meeting of HWUMTMC (2)
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Roleplayer list of HWUMTMC 

The roleplayers list is sent to the members group
so that everyone could help each other out in the
meeting. Add your name to volunteer for a role.
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101
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 Guide to pathways 
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 Guide to pathways 

Short forms of all Pathways

Dynamic Leadership - DL
Effective Coaching - EC
Engaging humor - EH 
Innovative Planning - IP
Leadership Development - LD
Motivational Strategies - MS
Persuasive Influence - PI
Presentation Mastery - PM
Strategic Relationship - SR
Team Collaboration - TC
Visionary Communication - VC

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
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Registering your 
first pathway 
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 Choosing your first pathway

login

Forgot password 

*only if you forgot your password

submit

pathways Take the assessment 
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 Choosing your first pathway

continue on path selection log in as member

Take your assessment 
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 Choosing your first pathway

additional paths

choose this 
path
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 Choosing your first pathway

Paths and Learning 

open curriculum 

View details 

Activate
Launch
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note: Do download the ice breaker speech outline worksheet or

consult your mentor for guidance on speechwriting

 Choosing your first pathway

evaluation resource



Ice Breaker 
Speech Outline

(Example)
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 Ice Breaker outline worksheet sample 
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 Choosing your first pathway

*At any point of selecting your new
pathway, you have any doubts please

contact the VPE for assistance :D

*All projects have a Assess your skills-
Before and After section, please do not

submit your Assess your skills-After
section until you are done with the

project 

NOTE



Speech and
roleplayers slot
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Scheduling speeches in advance  

To give a speech you could schedule
your speeches using the link found
in the members group description/

inform the VPE
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Scheduling roleplayers in advance  

To play a role you could schedule
your roles using the link found in the
members group description/ inform

the VPE
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Inquiries and FAQ
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Who to find to resolve issues

President | David 
- General inquiries about Toastmasters
- Disputes with other members/EXCO team
   
Vice President Education (VPE) | Marcus 
-Inquiries about meetings/meeting roles
-Inquiries about Pathways education program
and scheduling speech slots  

Vice President Membership (VPM) | Seow Fong
- Member experience 
- Membership inquiries 

Vice President Public Relations (VPPR) | Keith
- Publicity inquiries regarding the usage of
 Toastmasters material 

Secretary | Pei Sin
- Inquiries about club documents/administration

Treasurer | Devinya 
- Inquiries about club financials and  membership
renewals 

Sergeant at Arms | Loegan
- Inquiries about meeting logistics
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FAQ

Can I have more than 1 pathways? 

Yes. You can have more than 1
pathway either by buying another
pathway using 20USD or be a
member in another club.  

What is pathways ?

Pathways is designed to help you
build the skills you need to
communicate and lead. It is
comprised of 11 paths that teach
more than 300 unique
competencies. As mentioned in
the guide to pathways 
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Can I jump between levels within
the same pathway? eg. skipping
level 1 to level 3 ? 

Yes. But it is highly recommended
that you progress level by level to
ensure that your foundations are
rock solid.  

Can I jump between projects
within the same level ? 

Yes.

what does the title beside a
toastmasters name mean? eg.
Marcus Ooi, IP3 ?

The title is a representation of the
latest level completion within
pathways, and for this instance IP
is the innovative planning Pathway
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What is the highest Toastmaster
title awarded to a member ?

The title is Distinguished
Toastmaster, which is the highest
award a Toastmaster can get.
Consult the VPE for more info. 

Who do I talk to when I want to
give a speech ?

You can book a slot using the link
found in the group description of
the members whatsapp group or
contact the VPE to schedule a
speech. 
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What does the term clubbing
mean? 

in Toastmasters context, it is
visiting other clubs to experience
different club cultures and expand
your network. Keep a lookout in
the member group for meeting
invites.

Can I give my speech in other
clubs? 

Yes! But make sure the VPE is
notified about your speech and
the club which it will be presented. 

Are they any public speaking
competitions held?
Yes! It happens annually and will
be notified in advance.  
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